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Abstract: Condition-based maintenance refers to the installation of permanent sensors on a structure/

system. By means of early fault detection, severe damage can be avoided, allowing efficient timing of
maintenance works and avoiding unnecessary inspections at the same time. These are the goals for
structural health monitoring (SHM). The changes caused by incipient damage on raw data collected
by sensors are quite small, and are usually contaminated by noise and varying environmental factors,
so the algorithms used to extract information from sensor data need to focus on sensitive damage
features. The developments of SHM techniques over the last 20 years have been more related to
algorithm improvements than to sensor progress, which essentially have been maintained without
major conceptual changes (with regards to accelerometers, piezoelectric wafers, and fiber optic
sensors). The main different SHM systems (vibration methods, strain-based fiber optics methods,
guided waves, acoustic emission, and nanoparticle-doped resins) are reviewed, and the main issues
to be solved are identified. Reliability is the key question, and can only be demonstrated through a
probability of detection (POD) analysis. Attention has only been paid to this issue over the last ten
years, but now it is a growing trend. Simulation of the SHM system is needed in order to reduce the
number of experiments.

Keywords: condition-based maintenance; probability of detection (POD); damage detection algorithm;
sensors

1. Introduction

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is defined as “the process of acquiring and analysing data
from on-board sensors to evaluate the health of a structure”; this definition was taken from the
SAE Standard ARP6461 as a consensus among the participants at the Aerospace Industry Steering
Committee on Structural Health Monitoring, and was composed by representatives of the main
industries and universities active on SHM.

SHM systems include three key elements:

• A network of sensors, permanently attached to the structure. This aspect establishes the main
difference from conventional non-destructive testing (NDT) procedures, and is essential for
performing automated inspections.

• On-board data handling and computing facilities. The high number of sensors continuously
produces a large amount of data to be processed in real-time. SHM was feasible when large-capacity
PCs were available (in the mid-1980s).
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• Algorithms that compare stored data from the pristine structure with recently acquired data, after
correcting for environmental factors, to calculate a damage index and to inform about damage
existence, localization, and type.

Conventional NDT procedures like ultrasonics, X-rays, or thermography, among others, have as
their main objective the detection of cracks and discontinuities inside materials or at their surfaces
for quality control of newly manufactured components and quality assurance during service. Their
reliability has been firmly demonstrated. Their differences from SHM techniques are clear. They are
more mature technologies, but require human intervention, and consequently have higher labour
costs; they require access to structural parts with external probes or equipment; and they are not
suited for condition-based maintenance (CBM) concepts. However, automation and new inspection
technologies are making the distinction less neat, and now both are considered under the common term
non-destructive evaluation (NDE). A recent survey [1] may be a source of complementary information
on these NDE technologies.

Prognosis, or the process of forecasting the remaining useful life of a structure, is closely linked to
Diagnosis, or the evaluation of structural health, which is the main objective of SHM. Both concepts
differ in the tools they use: prognosis is mainly focused on statistical analysis, while diagnosis is
more related to sensors, signal processing, and algorithms for damage identification. However,
the relationship between both concepts and synergy potentials are very strong, and some authors
consider Prognosis to be the fifth level of SHM (levels one to four are damage detection, localization,
classification, and quantification of damage, respectively).

2. Benefits of Structural Health Monitoring

To highlight the benefits of implementing SHM, Figure 1 illustrates the degradation process
experienced in service for every structure/mechanical system. By improving the material’s properties,
and particularly the material’s toughness, the slope of the curve is decreased and the durability of
the structure is increased. Besides acquisition costs, the second main factor that influences life cycle
costs (LCC) is related to the maintenance or actions needed to keep and recover the structure within a
satisfactory state, after incipient damages.

Figure 1. Maintenance strategies with/without structural health monitoring (SHM).

Three alternatives for maintenance are feasible [2]:

• The purely corrective maintenance strategy, which involves doing nothing until failure is clearly
visible; it has the advantage of having the lowest initial costs. Among its disadvantages, besides
the risk of catastrophic failure, are the fact that damage growth by usage occurs faster and faster,
meaning repairing costs may be higher; the structure will be out of service at an unpredictable
date, so maintenance cannot be scheduled. It is only acceptable for low responsibility, very
lightly loaded structures (the level of service loads and overloads also influences the slope of the
degradation curve).
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• Time-based maintenance, which involves regular inspection periods which are visual or supported
by NDT methods and which require access to the structure and maybe disassembly. This is the
procedure currently employed in aerospace and also for large wind turbine blades; once a year,
an industrial climber ropes from the rotor and inspects the leading and the trailing edge of the
blade. This approach has allowed the aircraft industry to reach a very high safety level, and the
risk of accident due to structural failures is extremely low; however, the impact of these repeated
inspections on the LCC is significant, with it even equalling the acquisition costs.

• Condition-based maintenance refers to the installation of permanent sensors on the structure/system.
By means of early fault detection, severe damage can be avoided, and maintenance works can be
scheduled to avoid inconvenient stop-times. With time-scheduled maintenance very often the only
result from the inspection is the verification of the non-existence of damage; CBM maintenance
works are only performed when there is a risk to the structure.

CBM has been fully implemented for rotating machinery since the 1990s, with significant savings
in maintenance and avoidance of catastrophic accidents achieved. Just by permanently fixing a few
sensors (accelerometers) at adequate points (bearing supports), and with a basic algorithm—the fast
Fourier transform (FFT)—which may be complemented with an additional expert system to recognize
changes in the spectral response, CBM is able to identify any mechanical misfunctioning, like the
wearing or cracking of rolling tracks, by affording an early warning in critical structures, like the drive
train of helicopters, or allowing unattended operation of remote power plants (in this case the system
automatically stops the machine in the case of an alarm, asking for maintenance).

Nevertheless, an equivalent concept for fixed structures called structural health monitoring has not
reached a similar level of maturity, and most of its available techniques have a Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) 3–5 according to a report from Sandia National Labs [3].

A quite useful discussion about the difficulties of translating results from laboratory to industrial
applications was recently performed by Cawley [4]. He concluded that there are three main reasons for
the slow adoption by industry: the lack of attention to the business case for monitoring (the technology
is possibly available but the economic benefits are not clear enough); the fact that the methods need to
be validated on real structures, under realistic service conditions; and the fact that methods have to be
proven to be robust, need to be demonstrated on different structures and load cases, and need to afford
understandable information to the structural engineer.

3. Classification of SHM Technologies

SHM technologies may be classified as local techniques when the area under surveillance is limited
to the area under the sensor (this is the case for comparative vacuum monitoring (CVM) and also for
electro-mechanical impedance (EMI)) and global techniques when damage can be detected anywhere
in the structure by a network of sensors which is adequately distributed. Only modal analysis can be
said to completely cover the whole structure; in many other cases, like inspection by guided waves,
the area covered extends a few meters away from the sensors, but for whole coverage, many sensors
are needed.

Technologies are sometimes classified by sensor type (piezoelectric wafers PZT, fiber optic sensors,
accelerometers, and MEMS, etc.), but the same type of sensors may be used for several techniques, so it
is better to classify technologies by their physical underlying principle, similarly to how it is done for
NDT procedures.

Not all the listed techniques in Table 1 have similar importance; a Scopus search (performed in
December 2019) using the search terms “vibration method structural health monitoring” showed the
production of about 300 new documents per year with a rather stable rate over the last five years. The
same was found for “guided waves SHM”. There were approximately 120 docs per year for “fiber
optic sensors SHM”, and a number between 10 and 30 for the other categories. The total volume of
published research on “composites SHM” has exceeded 6000 documents over the last ten years, which
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demonstrates high activity. Some of the most cited references for each technique are included in the
table; a discussion on recent papers, restricted to the last five years, is given later in this article.

Table 1. Classification of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) Technologies.

Physical Principle Techniques Main Sensor Type Range Refs

Continuous
Mechanics

Vibration methods Accelerometers Global local [5–9]

Strain-based methods Fiber optic sensors Mid-range [10–17]

Elastic waves
Guided waves PZT Mid-range (m) [18–28]

Acoustic emission PZT, AE probes Mid-range (m) [29,30]

Phased arrays PZT Mid-range (m) [31,32]

Fluid dynamics Comparative vacuum
monitoring (CVM)

Patch with
microchannels Local [33,34]

Electricity and
magnetism

Electromechanical
impedance (EMI) PZT Local [35,36]

Electrical impedance
tomography CNT-doped resins Local [37,38]

Eddy currents Eddy probes Local [39,40]

State of the art for SHM can be found in general textbooks [41,42], and even more favorably, in the
proceedings of the biennial International Workshops on SHM (IWSHM) and European Workshops on
SHM (EWSHM) conferences. Recent EWSHM proceedings are available at the website www.ndt.net,
under a Creative Commons license.

4. In-Service Damages in Composite Structures

The usage of advanced composite structures has required the development of advanced NDT
procedures to cover both manufacturing defects and the damages that happen during service. The
most typical defects/damages that may appear in polymeric composite laminates are (Figure 2):

Single and multiple delaminations: This is a separation between two or more layers. It is the most
frequent type of damage for composite materials. It may appear due to residual stresses during the
manufacturing phase or due to low-velocity impacts during machining or in-service.

Figure 2. Typical defects/damages in composite laminates. From left to right, top to bottom:
delamination with internal ply failures, external wrinkle, foreign object, internal and edge delaminations,
internal wrinkle, distributed porosity, and debonding.

www.ndt.net
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Foreign object inclusions: This is the separation between layers due to the inclusion of external
materials between layers. It has a similar effect to a single delamination.

Interlaminar voids: This describes a large pore that remains unfilled with flat internal surfaces.
It is induced by contamination between layers during manufacturing or trapped air due to incorrect
debulking/curing. It has a similar effect to a single delamination.

Porosity: This consists of small trapped air bubbles inside the plies due to a lack of pressure
during the curing. The effect is the reduction of effective stiffness and strength ply properties.

Fiber waviness and wrinkles are considered here as severe in-plane or out-of-plane multiple-ply
waviness typically caused by the improper preparation and curing of thick laminates.

Debondings: This describes extensive separation between two elements, typically between the
stiffener and the skin in aeronautic structures.

Every composite structural part or subcomponent to be installed into an aircraft has to pass a
quality inspection before assembly which is usually performed by point scanning ultrasonics inspection,
either by an automated C-scan or manually with the help of external probes, in the case of complex
shapes. Current NDT inspection systems are able to locate defects as small as those 2 mm in diameter,
a limit which is very difficult to attain using any SHM system. Other composite structures like wind
turbine blades have less severe limits, but still have to follow a detailed inspection after manufacturing.

The goal for SHM, however, is not to compete with NDT procedures to detect manufacturing
defects, but to detect damages that may happen during service; these will be large delaminations and
debondings. For routine maintenance inspections, SHM offers the advantage that sensors are already
located within the structure, meaning there is no need to have an operator moving an ultrasonic probe
onto the surface or handling a thermography camera to obtain local images. Inspection by SHM can be
performed without disassembling the structures, including hidden parts, without human intervention.

The Achilles heel of composite structures is the loss of properties as a consequence of local impacts,
and particularly the loss of compressive strength, which may be reduced by 50% compared to the
pristine structure. This process is illustrated in Figure 3. To make things even worse, these impacts do
not leave any noticeable mark on the external surface and are known as barely visible impact damage
(BVID); they cause large internal delaminations at every change of ply orientation [43]. These impacts
may happen, for example, as a consequence of hailstones that hit the external aircraft surface during
the take-off and landing flight phases, meaning it cannot be considered a rare event (at a speed of
100 m/s, an ice ball 10 mm in diameter with a mass of 8 g is equivalent to an impact energy of 40 J,
which would cause a severe dent within a 2 mm thick aluminium surface).

This is not the only damage that composite structures must withstand during their lifetime.
As requested by the Federal Aviation Authorities (FAA) [44], the structure must be able to continue in
flight-safe conditions even with stronger impacts (such as a bird weighting 2 kg hitting against the
wing leading edges) which cause clearly visible damage above the critical damage threshold (CDT)
(Figure 4). There are also some intermediate cases which are less severe but which have a higher
probability of occurrence like a lightning strike, which would cause visible damage to the laminate
surface (VID or Visible Impact Damage). As these damages may happen during flight time, the aircraft
structure must be designed to keep flying until landing, even after damage and under the worst flying
conditions, such as severe gusts or landing on a wheel only (all these cases are considered under design
limit loads). The SHM system cannot do anything to alleviate this requirement, which is taken into
account by selecting appropriate allowable values for the material properties. The SHM system helps
by detecting any damage near and above the allowable damage limit (ADL), because the damage area
will grow by fatigue loads and need to be repaired as soon as it is detected.

For non-aeronautic composite structures, like wind turbine blades, there are similar requirements;
the hitting of big birds against the blade tip is not a low probability event.

The objective of SHM is to inform about the occurrence and extension of these damages, particularly
for BVIDs, so the real condition of the structure can be better ascertained and a prognosis of residual
strength can be performed.
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Figure 3. Impact damage and loss of compressive strength, (reproduced with permission from [43]).
Legend Compression After Impact (CAI). (a) Internal damages caused inside a laminate by the impact
of a foreign object (b) Loss of compressive strength as a consequence of these damages.

Figure 4. Design load levels versus damage severity as required by the Federal Aviation Authorities
(FAA) (reproduced with permission from [44]).

5. Recent Advances on SHM Techniques and Standing Issues

We have restricted this discussion to approximately the last six years of published works. It was
mentioned at the beginning of the article that SHM consists of sensors and algorithms, so it is worth
considering both aspects and their limitations.

Sensors, particularly PZT and fiber optic sensors, have reached an adequate level of development;
currently they are well understood, and no main changes to them have happened during the last ten
years. In both cases, a wide range of equipment to acquire data from these sensors already exists in
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the market. V. Giurgiutiu’s book [45] probably contains all the information required by practitioners
to work with PZT, both theoretically and experimentally. Concerning fiber optic sensors, fiber Bragg
gratings (FBGs) as point strain sensors have been fully characterized, and the only big innovations
have been improvements in sensitivity and working frequency to capture the strains caused by elastic
waves and allow FBG usage as an alternative to PZT for acoustic emission, or within hybrid PZT-FBG
systems. Even so, FBGs have not reached the same level of sensitivity as PZT, but their benefits of
lower weight and easier connections make them an interesting alternative.

Fiber optic distributed sensing, which obtains strains all along an optical fiber, was announced in
1999, and the technology for it was developed over the following decade; now useful applications are
currently performed at the industrial level, particularly in the field of large structural tests [46].

The main progress for SHM has come from advances in algorithms by taking the high data flow
coming from sensors and converting it into a damage index after filtering out signals from environmental
disturbances, operational conditions, and noise. It is worth mentioning that temperature changes
are particularly disturbing, both for PZTs and for fiber optic sensors, and there is always a need to
compensate for their effects.

Algorithms may be classified into two main groups, namely, model-based and data-driven
approaches. For the model-based approach, a mathematical model based on physical laws is built
for the structure (either Finite Element Models (FEM) or similar); damage will be a local change
at an unknown place that changes the response of the structure, which has to be identified as an
inverse problem. It is the most classical approach, and is still widely used in vibration and guided
waves methods.

Data driven algorithms, also called pattern-recognition, do not need any understanding of the
physics of the problem (though physics help to define good features or damage indicators) and only
need to obtain a large collection of data from the structure, both for the pristine and for the presumably
damaged structure. There are a variety of algorithms used to identify differences in the two data sets,
algorithms which are globally included as “machine learning”. In Figure 5, obtained from [47], a list,
though incomplete, of available algorithms is given. A wider and more detailed discussion can be
found in [48,49], which are two fundamental texts for all people working on SHM.

Figure 5. Classification of algorithms for SHM (reproduced with permission from [47]).

Big Data will influence progress in the near future; in a recent review article, the authors conclude
that [50] “it is possible to collect more data and information at a low cost, and it will lead to novel
theories on structural health diagnosis and prognosis”.

Developers may find helpful the usage of software tools already available. The most popular is
SHMTools, which is freely available through LANL/UCSD. Another example of this kind of tool is the
“Object-oriented MATLAB toolbox for structural health monitoring” from Aalborg University.
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5.1. Vibration Methods

Vibration methods are the kind of technique most widely used for civil engineering applications.
They are also known as modal analysis, and their approach is similar to structural identification. They
are commonly used to refine the finite element model of structures with experimental vibration data.
When applied to damage detection, where the location of a local stiffness drop caused by the damage
has to be sought, these methods have low resolution, so they are only suited to the identification
of large cracks, which may change significantly the first frequencies and modal shapes. A simple
calculation indicates that for an aluminium cantilever beam, a crack at its root which cuts 10% of the
transversal section drops the first natural frequency by less than 1%, similar to the change produced by
a small increment of temperature as consequence of the change in length due to thermal expansion.
For numerical exercises the procedure works, but experimentally it is jeopardized by uncertainties,
natural disturbances, and measurement errors.

The more data acquired on the structure, the better the predictions. Modal strain energy and
damping ratio have been found to be better damage indicators that natural frequencies. Research in
this field is active, and a good summary can be found in [51–53].

5.2. Strain-Based Methods

Three papers [54–56] summarize quite well the state of the art for this approach. The first important
comment is that the global strain field changes very little with the occurrence of a local crack, and
is only noticeable at the crack tip. The second comment is that fiber optic sensors, i.e., either point
sensors like FBGs or line-distributed sensors, are just strain and temperature sensors; hence, if the
damage does not change the strain at the sensor position, it will not be detected.

Figure 6, obtained from [57], illustrates three of the four existing approaches for damage detection
with fiber optic sensors (FOS). Two of these approaches consist of using FBGs as acoustic sensors,
similarly to piezoelectric wafers, either to locate impacts or for a hybrid PZT-FOS system. The approach
located in the upper part of the figure requires the usage of distributed sensors for detecting residual
strains caused by the damage, in case the optical fiber is located near there. Another procedure, called
strain mapping, consists of detecting the changes in the strain field, which are caused by local loss of
stiffness and consequent strain redistribution. Of course, in this latter case, damage does not need to
happen near the optical fiber, but the structure needs to be submitted to external loads. A detailed
explanation of these approaches can be found in Chapter 6 of the book “Structural Health Monitoring
for Advanced Composite Structures” [58].

5.3. Guided Waves

Guided waves is the most active field of research in SHM for aeronautics because it has the
potential to detect very small sized damages, as requested by the aircraft industry. The principle is
simple, as sketched in Figure 7: a PZT bonded/embedded into the structure launches a short ultrasonic
pulse (the frequency used is a few hundred KHz) which propagates by the plate as an elastic wave,
and the pulse is received, though very distorted, by other PZTs. The received signals are stored and
compared to signals received later during the lifetime of the structure. Any new signal distortion
must be due to some structural change in the path between the emitter-receiver PZTs. The concept
works quite well in flat laminates, and small delaminations caused by an impact can be detected
and even located. The technique also works very well for cylindrical tubes [4]. The difficulties grow
when applying the concept to real structures with boundaries, stiffeners, and thickness changes. The
elastic waves behave as any other waves, with reflection/refraction occurring at every interface, which
complicates the received signals [59]. Additionally, thickness changes promote a mode conversion, and
all modes are dispersive, traveling at different speeds (Lamb waves are a special type of guided waves
which propagate along flat plates of uniform thickness, the only type of guided waves which have
an analytical solution). Consequently, the signal acquisition and evaluation are much more difficult.
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Temperature and operational loads also introduce distortion to the received signals [60]. A lot of efforts
are currently devoted to modeling wave propagation and interaction with defects for structures with
increasing geometrical complexity, like stiffened structures [58,61,62].

Figure 6. Damage detection alternatives with fiber optic sensors (reproduced with permission from [57]).
Legend: Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG), Macro Fiber Composite (MFC).

Figure 7. Diagram for damage detection with guided waves (reproduced with permission from [63]).

5.4. Acoustic Emission

Acoustic emission (AE) is mostly used as an NDT procedure when operators locate and move the
AE probes on the surface of the specimen being tested, but it works also as SHM when sensors are
permanently attached to the structure and the data acquisition system is kept with the structure during
operation. Usually PZT wafers (PWAS) are used for this case because they are less bulky and costly
than standard probes, even if they are less sensitive. It has been identified that the signal/noise ratio is
a critical issue, so a preamplifier located as near as possible to the sensor is a real constraint.

AE is a passive technique. The elastic wave to be captured by the sensor has to be produced by a
growing crack, liberating energy. After this, the response and issues are very similar to those of the
guided waves methods: waves reflect, distort, and dampen while traveling from the source. Data
processing algorithms are different; while guided waves is mainly an active method, meaning the
signals launched by the emitter are controlled and always the same shape, AE signals are always short
bursts and the information is contained in the frequency, intensity, and duration. Reference [64] offers
a recent review of more than 200 papers on AE; attention is paid to the signal attenuation in metallic
and composite structures, a key factor with which to fix the distance source detector. Reference [65]
provides a good discussion on experimental results obtained with PZT wafers, both for guided waves
and for AE.
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5.5. Carbon Nanotube-Doped Resins

Since the first paper on carbon nanotubes (CNT) was published by Iijima in 1991, the number of
articles and applications of CNT has continuously increased, offering new and astonishing possibilities
for advanced research and development. Theoretical studies demonstrate CNT composites would
outperform mechanical properties of graphite fiber composites; unfortunately, they cannot be used to
manufacture large structures. CNT have been added to resins to improve their interlaminar properties,
with unequal success. They have also found applications as electronic devices, and above all, as sensors,
either as chemical, biological, or mechanical sensors [66]. Restricting the discussion to strain and
damage sensors, their positive aspects are their high sensitivity and their easiness to be adapted to
whatever shape the structure is; they are truly distributed sensors and may cover large areas without
complexity. Different fabrication procedures are used to build the sensor on the laminate, from mixing
a dispersion of CNT with the uncured resin, to growing carbon nanotubes on glass fibers by Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CVD), to preparing an ink to be applied onto the prepreg or adhesive films. The
properties of sensors are strongly linked to the manufacturing route, the CNT percentage, and the
quality of the dispersion. Reproducibility is still a main issue [67], with difficulties occurring in
obtaining reliable results being demonstrated in a recent article [68]; strain measurements during cyclic
loads in a pressure vessel show an inconsistent response, and damage initiation can sometimes be
identified as a strong change in the resistance, but the magnitude cannot be correlated to the position
or extent of the damage. Electrical impedance tomography, or imaging the internal impedance of a
body from surface electrode measurements, is a technique already in use in medicine but is still in
early development for SHM and is known as “sensitive skins” [69].

6. Probability of Detection

Conventional non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods have been widely used since WWII, but
it was in 1969 when NASA decided to quantify the reliability of these used methods by calculating,
after repetitive inspections of flawed specimens, what the probability was that a crack of a given size
could go undetected after a given inspection method under a defined inspection procedure. This
information was needed in order to apply damage tolerance criteria to the design of structures by
quantifying what the largest crack size was that could be missed during an inspection. Additionally,
this allows for a comparison among the different NDE methods. There are many parameters, or
uncertainties, that influence the detection capability, including surface roughness, operators, probes,
flaw shape, orientation, depth, and even temperature; hence, obtaining a probability of detection (POD)
curve requires careful experiment design with many samples. After this, and with an established
procedure for analysis of the results, the confidence level (CL) is obtained. Finally, a commonly used
number a90/95 can be given, meaning that crack sizes larger than a90/95 will be detected with 90%
probability and with 95% confidence. Later on, these procedures evolved with the introduction of
model-assisted probability of detection (MAPOD), which reduces the experimental tasks by modeling
the response to the inspection method of the flawed material. The document MIL-HDBK-1823A was
produced in 2009 [70], and it has been accepted as the standard ruling works related to POD for every
NDE technique. Figure 8 is a graphical representation of the MIL-HDBK-1823 model, indicating data
dispersion and the fitting to a linear regression analysis.
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Figure 8. Damage index versus damage size (reproduced with permission from [70]).

It is clear that in order to demonstrate the reliability of SHM systems, a similar approach must
be conducted. As stated in [71], “The successful deployment of systems for health monitoring of
structures depends on appropriate verification and validation (V&V) of these SHM systems. The V&V
method must explicitly evaluate all aspects of the SHM system that can affect its capability to detect,
localize, or characterize damage. Moreover, it must evaluate the effects that usage and environmental
conditions have on these capabilities over time. For damage detection, this necessarily results in the
need for a POD determination.”

As stated in [63], which was one of the first articles to apply this methodology, NDE methods
include the uncertainty of the operator’s ability, but the probe can be located exactly over the damage
at its optimal position; for SHM systems the main difficulty comes from the fact that sensors have fixed
positions while cracks may occur anywhere, and the response will change with the distance sensor
damage, besides other factors, meaning the number of experiments with which to draw a POD curve
may be prohibitively large. In [63] they ran a few experiments to demonstrate the feasibility, but clearly
the support of a numerical simulation is required. Models for guided waves are already available, and
recently a model (Figure 9) has been proposed for fiber optic SHM systems [72].

Figure 9. Algorithm used to calculate probability of detection (POD) from strain measurements
(reproduced with permission from [72]).

7. Conclusions

The benefits of implementing SHM techniques on existing and new structures have been widely
highlighted and recognized; a proof of it can be seen in the large number of active research projects.
At first glance, it may be difficult to understand why “condition monitoring”, or SHM for rotating
machinery, has reached an industrial level, with many companies offering commercial products and
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services, while for static structures the business case is still not as favourable. Some reasons that
explain this delay have been pointed out in [4]; main point is that research needs to focus on realistic
structures, as some technologies and models that work on flat uniform plates cannot be translated to
real structures or are very difficult to apply.

A few industrial applications are leading the way. For example, [73] describes an SHM system
used for airworthiness assessment of the entire Israel Aerospace Industries HALE UAV fleet which is
based on distributed strain sensing with embedded optical fibers.

A second point to consider is the size and kind of damage that needs to be detected. A lot of
effort has been directed at detecting small delaminations, competing with the most advanced NDT
procedures, while aircraft airworthiness requirements allow for much bigger sizes at the threshold
among BVID and VID. If we consider other large composite structures, like wind turbine blades or
unmanned aircraft vehicles, without risking lives, the requirements for detectable damage are even
larger, as far as it can be reliably detected.

Reliability is the key question, and can only be demonstrated through a POD analysis. Attention
has only been paid to this issue over the last ten years, but now it is a growing trend. Simulation of
SHM systems is needed in order to reduce the number of experiments.

There is still always space for breakthrough concepts and for ideas that do not evolve from existing
knowledge but which propose a radical new solution. This was the case when K. Hill proposed and
demonstrated in 1976 the concept of FBG, which completely changed the world of fiber optic sensors,
something which may happen again anytime. As an example, [74] has proposed a new kind of sensor
for use with nonlinear elastic wave spectroscopy (NEWS), which may be a scientific curiosity or may
open up more efficient ways to undertake damage detection.
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